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NEW YORK

At New York, New York

Will maintain contact with established sources and follow activities of the JURE in New York City.
NY T-3 also stated on December 1, 1964, that RENE CEPERO and LAZARO ASENCIO, JURE members, were recently in New York contacting former members of JURE in an apparent attempt to line up a number of trusted individuals for some type of operation within the JURE. NY T-3 stated that CEPERO resides at 330 West 15th Street, Apartment 4B, New York City, and ASENCIO gave his address as 3160 S.W. Second Street, Miami, Florida, telephone number 444-7579.

NY T-3 on December 2, 1964, advised that MANUEL RAY the head of JURE arrived in New York on the evening of December 1, 1964, and while in New York resided at the home of FELIX HEIBLUM, 85-13 52nd Avenue, Elmhurst, Queens. NY T-3 stated that RAY appears to be preparing for some sort of maritime operation against Cuba, because a number of JURE members in New York City have spent the last several days purchasing supplies and material which would be used on a boat. NY T-3 stated that he learned that supplies recently purchased included parts for a radar set, tachometers, filters for a diesel fuel motor, thermometers for oil and water, various articles of heavy clothing such as pull over jackets, trousers, etc., all in black.

NY T-3 stated that he learned that some $500 dollars had been allocated for these purchases and that FELIX HEIBLUM was responsible for getting the equipment for RAY who would take the equipment with him when he returned to Puerto Rico.

NY T-3 advised that he had ascertained that RAY had met on the night of December 1, 1964, at HEIBLUM's home with RAUL CHIBAS, ORLANDO CASTRO, OSORIO DAVILA and several others. RAY at this meeting indicated the extreme need for these supplies and that the items had to be purchased by the night of December 2, 1964. NY T-3 stated that he also learned that ISMAEL RODRIGUEZ, a JURE member and close associate of CHIBAS, had spent most of December 1, 1964, buying the items requested by RAY.